WASHINGTON (AP) - Spurring Nixon's request for a 10-year extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was the 1973 consideration of a two-year extension of the 1973 legislative session, according to a two-term Democratic Leader who said that legislation was no substitute for the court-ordered 1973 deadline amid charges of a "hardship on the Negro vote.

In a letter to Nixon, said that legislation was no substitute for the court-ordered 1973 deadline amid charges of a "hardship on the Negro vote.

In a letter to Nixon, said that legislation was no substitute for the court-ordered 1973 deadline amid charges of a "hardship on the Negro vote.

"It is not a substitute for the court-ordered 1973 deadline amid charges of a "hardship on the Negro vote."
Casualties remain low

The U.S. Command in Saigon reported Thursday that there were 14 American battlefield deaths last week, and a total of six Americans were killed in combat. This maintained recent casualty figures at a very low level.

The command said in addition to six killed in combat, 20 were seriously wounded and 16 were wounded in other accidents. The maintenance of low casualty levels reflects both the lack of action in the South Vietnam and the diminishing U.S. combat role in South Vietnam.

Aid to Greece cut

The House voted Tuesday night to withhold all U.S. military aid and from the Greek military government to spur a renewal of the democratic process. The move to suspend the $118-million military package was approved by 132-57 vote. The House passed and sent to the Senate a $4.4-billion foreign-aid authorization bill. The vote on the bill was 202 to 142.

The House also expanded to $445 million a loan extended to Pakistan until terms in the Eastern provinces, causing concern of 10 million refugees, has been corrected.

Goods up, farm prices dip

Whole sales prices of industrial goods posted the steepest seasonal rise in 15 years last month but farm prices dipped sharply and the White House saw both good and bad news in Thursday's report. "We're not in any particular state of alarm about the economy when we don't recognize the problem," said White House press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler.

Job money appropriated

A $1-billion bill to find jobs in a hurry, primarily for Vietnam veterans, was quickly approved today by the Senate Appropriations Committee on a vote of 491. This committee also approved and sent to the full Senate a House-passed continuing appropriation resolution that will keep federal agencies which budget was appropriated by Congress for the new fiscal year in business at last year's level until Oct. 15.

Asbestos danger growing

Asbestos, believed to cause lung cancer and other diseases, is being swallowed by the air in U.S. cities in growing concentrations, a medical research told a Senate Subcommittee on Thursday. Dr. William J. Nicholson, assistant professor of medicine at their medical school in New York, said a problem once confined to laborers who worked with asbestos has reached out to anyone who breathes.

GM cars hike prices

General Motors announced in Detroit tentative price increases averaging 4.3 percent on its 1972 line today. Changes in the sticker price indicated by Ford and Chrysler officials last week.

The GM boost of about $150 was far smaller than the 5.2 percent or $200 tentative increase which Ford Motor Co., said it will hike dealers for the new fall models.
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Ferry service bandwaggon

Germ warfare bandwagon

A key clause in the draft proposal to negotiate a germ warfare treaty was proposed by the Geneva disarmament conference Thursday. Igor Ivanov from the U.S. foreign-aid agency said they would negotiate a germ warfare convention. Friday, August 6, 1971
Few pollution cases pressed

HINT OF PRISONER RELEASE STIRS SPECULATION, DENIALS

By JOANNA FIRESTONE State News Writer

A warm, whispering wind stirs the leaves of the trees. The sun casts a golden glow on the buildings. It's a perfect day for a walk in the park. A few people are enjoying the weather, taking their dogs for a stroll or simply sitting on a bench. The air is fresh, and the scents of flowers fill the nostrils.

The sound of laughter fills the air as children play in the playground. The park is alive with activity, and the atmosphere is peaceful.

As the day draws to a close, the sun begins to set, casting long shadows on the ground. The birds chirp as they fly south for the winter. The park goes quiet as the day comes to an end, but the memories of the day will stay with those who were lucky enough to be there.

For more information, please call 555-1212.
**Editorials**

**Greek aid elimination: death for Cold War?**

In a surprise move this week, the U.S. House of Representatives voted to withhold all military aid to Greece unless some measure of democratic reform is restored. The same month that the House also struck Pakistan from the $1.5 billion military aid package now before the Senate, it was reported that though it was signaling a change in the treatment of two key ex-Communist regimes, as contrasted with previous sessions. In its success, the necessity of universal foreign aid, and particularly of aid to Pakistan, has been regarded as absolutely necessary to the maintenance of United States supremacy.

Occasionally, President Nixon's current romance with Peking has much to do with things outside the walls of Cold War thinking. Nixon's official position of the administration has swung away from the policy formulation of the new foreign aid for the purpose it will serve. Nixon's theorists say, in sum, that the preservation of democracy in the Latin-American countries is an international consequences.

The question of just how far the White House will go in overcoming the Cold War doctrine is still debatable. In sticking Greece and Pakistan from the military aid bill, the House has stated its determination to go beyond the foreign aid for the purpose it will serve. Nixon's theorists are saying, in sum, that the preservation of democracy in the Latin-American countries is an international consequences.

**Mislabeled Political**

To: Draft lottery Nos. 1 through 10.

Re: Your lucky day.

Dear Winners,

Congratulations, you must have known you were going to win.

While we would not call you special, as a winner you definitely are in a different class from the rest of us.

Tricky Dick's Travel Agency.

**Legislators' vacation not a holiday for state**

The houses of the Michigan Legislature, temporarily, have adjourned so their respective members can have some time to work on the state budget. In recent years, the lawmakers have decided to use the session break to go on a small vacation at the tax payers' expense.

Since the executive budget is not adjourned, the legislators are not required to attend the legislature in February, not to mention not being paid. The homes of the House and Senate will be able to be rented to guests, who have been unable to accomplish this in six months.

As more of the current fiscal crisis is a staggering amount of $8 billion, some of these lawmakers have chosen to go on a vacation. The expenditures of the lawmakers were caused by the legislature in February, not to mention not being paid. The homes of the House and Senate will be able to be rented to guests, who have been unable to accomplish this in six months.

No 'Chief'

Due to technical difficulties, Mail to the Chief will not appear today as usual. Mr. Breitenbach and Chief editorial columns will appear in next Friday's State News.

---

**OUR READERS' MIND**

State News sets bad example

Wednesday's editorial decayed the cost of rented space flights might rise to $100 billion a year, and the value of such flights. This is the equivalent of one-third of the gross national income! While all emphasizes on economy, "politics" and "underwriting" it, does not mention the word "excess." This year, the price of a seat on a jet plane is about $100 billion. With all the emphasis on economy, "politics" and "underwriting" it, does not mention the word "excess." The price of a seat on a jet plane is about $100 billion.

To the Editor:

We were surprised to read the State News' editor's article (July 21) that the government should provide a better deal of the government's stock. The government's stock is not the government's primary objective. The government's stock is not the government's primary objective. The government's stock is not the government's primary objective.

In our opinion, the government's stock is not the government's primary objective. The government's stock is not the government's primary objective. The government's stock is not the government's primary objective.

The government's stock is not the government's primary objective.

---

**EDITORS' NOTE**

During the summer months, State News will publish a new feature: the Student Newsroom. This feature will include news from the student newsrooms in the state of Michigan. The Student Newsroom will include news from the student newsrooms in the state of Michigan. The Student Newsroom will include news from the student newsrooms in the state of Michigan.

The first words of the student newsrooms, the Student Newsroom, will include news from the student newsrooms in the state of Michigan. The Student Newsroom will include news from the student newsrooms in the state of Michigan.

---

**No Chief**

Due to technical difficulties, Mail to the Chief will not appear today as usual. Mr. Breitenbach and Chief editorial columns will appear in next Friday's State News.
Plea for unity, acceptance ends Wilson's racism talk

By RAY ANDERSON
State News Staff Writer

Unity and acceptance and a concerted effort by whites to become ardent were the highlights of Wilson's Michigan State University talk.

Speakers from the previous symposium on race relations were asked to comment on the talk and their thoughts were incorporated.

"It doesn't make any difference whether you're black, white, Indian or male. Everyone is going to do the best thing they can do to make things better and improve things. It's what we're going to have to do. It's a question of the American citizens," said Wilson.

Material possessions of white America are not going to create the primary political questions of today and society to a great extent. Two of the biggest questions are by the government and the citizens to improve things as the economy is here. If we don't have something to do, we'll be in trouble.

"It is not with sticks and stones, but with words, that we can get rid of problems of today. We need a new approach to the people of today, a new approach to their problems," said Wilson.

The Graduate Record Examination (GRE) has been used by the United States Government to determine the aptitude test of general scholastic ability and standardized tests measuring achievement in 19 major fields of study. Fall semester GRE scores are used for admission to graduate school and are the basis for the GRE information bulletin.

The test is designed to be used by students who have completed their undergraduate studies and who are interested in pursuing graduate study. The test consists of four parts: verbal reasoning, quantitative reasoning, analytical writing, and an unscored experimental section. The total test takes approximately 3.5 hours to complete.

The test is administered by Educational Testing Service (ETS) and is available at various centers across the country. GRE scores are used by graduate programs to evaluate applicants and make decisions regarding admission.

The test is divided into four sections:

1. Verbal Reasoning: This section measures the test taker's ability to understand and analyze written material. The section consists of two sections: Reading Comprehension and Critical Reasoning.
2. Quantitative Reasoning: This section measures the test taker's ability to reason quantitatively and solve problems using mathematical concepts. The section consists of two sections: Problem Solving and Data Analysis.
3. Analytical Writing: This section measures the test taker's ability to construct clear, coherent, and well-organized essays. The section consists of two tasks: Issue and Argument.
4. Experimental Section: This section is not scored and is included to test the reliability of the GRE. It may be in any of the four sections and is placed at random.

The GRE is administered by ETS on a computer-based format. The test is administered in computer-adaptive format, meaning the difficulty of the questions is adjusted based on the test taker's performance. The total time for the test is approximately 3 hours and 45 minutes.

For more information, visit the ETS website at www.ets.org/gre.
Two plays scheduled for outside

Two short plays by Luigi Pirandello, an early 20th century Italian playwright who won the Nobel Prize, are both being performed physically in a house in the woods, it was announced today. The two plays, "The Man Who Went Down" and "The Man Who Came Up," are scheduled for performance in a natural setting in the woods. The plays will be presented at 7:30 p.m. today, Sunday, and next Friday, according to a news release from the organizers of the event.

In addition to the plays, a philosophy class on death and a man's search for life will be presented first, and a reading, "The Tree," followed. Both performances of the two plays will be limited to folding chairs, and the four акс." Carol Lee, Bill Mack, Jim Mack, Jim Baker, and Bill Mack will wear simple costumes, as in the woods. "The Man Who Went Down" will be presented by Jim Simpson and Jim Baker for the performance.

Pirandello plays

Bill McCall, a 20-year-old actor and director, has selected a couple of two plays being presented by the Italian playwright Pirandello, according to the Orange County Register State News photo by Alf Pendigo.

It was his first job in 9 years. Drive a young killer from Spain to the south of France.

GEORGE C. SCOTT
"The Last Run"

co-starring:
TOM MUNTZ
TRISH VAN DEVERE

1007 Midland * Paradiso

Meridan, CT

Friday, August 6, 1977

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Teachrs said less devoted to instruction

A majority of today's "new" teachers are more devoted to their field of study than to communicating the subject matter effectively to their students, a Yale University chemistry professor and Tremont's principal, Harold G. Whitehead, authentic to the relationships, aspirations and higher education, and more involved with the world of work in schools of education. He spoke on the problems of teaching science to a group of educators on Monday.

Cassidy explained that middle school students are in constant interaction with their class and with the potential for the use of any subject on their own. The middle school student, he said, "is in the normal student, or the nonstudent, or it's really well-adjusted."

Cassidy explained, in some don't always get along..."We are an conditioned to assume that when we see someone that is well-adjusted, we're likely to think he isn't as bright, the professor said. Cassidy maintained that teachers are in constant interaction with their class and are no example for the use of any subject on their own. The middle school student, he said, "is in the normal student, or the nonstudent, or it's really well-adjusted."
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Student marshals to patrol at pop concerts

by STEVE ALLEN

The ASMS Pop Entertainment Committee said that it is planning some kind of security measure to control the overflow crowds expected to attend the pop concerts that will be presented at the Michigan Union. The concerts will be held on the campus of the university at 8 p.m. each night for five nights, beginning Tuesday, and will be free to the public. The committee has been working on the project for some time, and will provide the 10,000 new freshmen and transfers to the university with an opportunity to attend

Another change coming in the fall will be a special service program for pop entertainment. According to Blatt, the Pop Entertainment will be held on the campus of the university at 8 p.m. each night for five nights, beginning Tuesday, and will be free to the public. The committee has been working on the project for some time, and will provide the 10,000 new freshmen and transfers to the university with an opportunity to attend.

This change is intended to provide the students with an opportunity to attend the concerts and enjoy the music, but also to control the overflow crowds that are expected. The committee has been working on the project for some time, and will provide the 10,000 new freshmen and transfers to the university with an opportunity to attend.
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Christian tradition said to electrify life

Life cannot be remembered, boring and unexciting for the Christian with a sense of tradition. "We must keep the Christian tradition of David Wednesday," said Robert Goodwin Department Head at the School of Education and Religion in LANSING. "There are different factors to the Church and the relationship between the Church and God's people."

The Christian tradition puts an emphasis on the sense of tradition and the role of the Church in life. The Church is an institution that provides a sense of community and belonging. It is a place where people can come together to worship and connect with each other. The Church is also a place where people can learn about their faith and grow spiritually.

The Church is not just a place for worship, but also a place for learning and education. The Church provides opportunities for people to engage in community service and to make a positive impact on the world. The Church is a place where people can come together to support each other and to work towards a common goal.
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Lions joust with Jets Saturday

It's time for the Detroit Lions, the defending NFL champions, and the New York Jets, who last met in 1962, to face each other in a game that could determine the fate of both teams.

The Lions, led by quarterback Dan Pastorini, have struggled this season, with a record of 3-5-1. The Jets, on the other hand, are 6-3 and looking to maintain their playoff hopes.

Both teams will be playing for more than just pride. The Lions, who have lost three of their last four games, need a win to keep their season alive. The Jets, who have already clinched a playoff berth, want to continue their winning streak.

It promises to be a tough battle between two teams with a lot to prove. The Lions will be looking to bounce back from their loss to the Miami Dolphins last week, while the Jets will be hoping to extend their winning streak.

Both teams have a lot riding on this game. The Lions need a win to stay in the playoff hunt, while the Jets want to continue their momentum and secure their playoff spot.

It's a must-win game for both teams, and expectations are high for an exciting contest. The Lions and Jets will face each other at 1:00 PM on Sunday, November 6, at Tiger Stadium in Detroit. Don't miss it!
Cedar Greens has a pool, air-conditioning, and everything else...
Dec. 4 tagged No. 1 in draft lottery for '72

Worden glides in space

(Continued from page one)

"The {napping camera doesn't have to be turned, and then added hopefully, "It shows anything one you want to see before closing."

"Ah," said Mission Control. "We'll be pleased to hear any general comments you have about the experiments."

"Maybe I can just another quick check back here," said Worden and folded back in the instrument. "I don't want to miss anything that will be of interest," he added.

Television pictures beamared from the spacecraft showed Worden wearing a spacesuit nodding his head in agreement.

Worden closed the hatch and left the spacecraft to its orbiting routine.

Scientists hope the film will contribute to our understanding of the behavior of weather satellites.

The camera was designed to fly about 300 miles above the Earth's surface, including the best photos yet of the moon's hidden backside.

Worden was the first human to enter the spacecraft and set off on its journey to the moon.

Arthur T. Merriam's, three-by-five inches, from the moon.

Apollo 15 is returning from what must have been an exciting journey to the moon. The crew has been credited with numerous achievements, some of which are beyond the scope of this writer.

During the six-day lunar exploration, Worden returned to lunar orbit operating the camera and other scientific instruments.

The Apollo 15 astronauts took advantage of the open hatch to clean out their small cabin.

Mission Control monitored the spacecraft until it reached Earth with the return mission. The astronauts were given a brief debriefing upon their return.

Supercarbon, a widely recognized company, will send this month's collection of camera pictures to the Bellingham, Wash., news agency. The pictures are expected to be published in newspapers all over the United States.

Arthur T. Merriam's fish and chips, as published in the Bellingham, Wash., news agency.

Arthur T. Merriam's fish and chips, as published in the Bellingham, Wash., news agency.